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About This Game

Alien Breed™ Impact is an explosive science fiction arcade-shooter that resurrects a much revered franchise with an epic story,
swarms of highly intelligent alien enemies, high-impact weapons, highly detailed and rich environments; all implemented with
superb technology in a state-of-the-art gaming experience. In addition to the thrilling single-player campaign mode, the game

also offers a relentless, action-packed, online two-player co-operative battle mode.

Key Features:

Alien Breed is back! - An action-packed mix of arcade-shooter, survival-horror and tactical weapons upgrades and
customisation.
Epic single-player story mode - The single-player campaign mode that follows the narrative of the game through five
huge and challenging environments.
Single-player free-play mode - A single-player challenge mode – beat your high score on a previously completed
campaign mission.
Two-player co-operative play mode - Work together to defeat the alien horde across three specifically customised
maps.
Additional Steam online features - Quick Match, Create Game, Friends Lists, Voice Chat, Leader-boards and Co-
operative Achievements.
FREE TRIAL - The "Prologue" sample section – a specifically designed introduction to the game; play in either single-
player or two-player online co-operative mode.
NEW – Upgrades shop - Search fallen comrades and lockers to accumulate cash, and then tactically spend it on
weapons/kit upgrades in the shop.
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NEW - Enemies - Re-imagined and improved Alien Breed enemies.
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I have to start off by saying this game is dead (no population) which means it\u2019s you vs. 1 bot. The bot feels overpowered. I
didn't feel the game controls handled that great and not a whole lot of variants in the classes. There are only 2 maps. I'm also not
a fan of the music. It seems like it could be a good concept, but right now it lacks population and content. As of right now 1\/10.
This is one of the mini-campaigns that I was looking forward to. CA can't do open map campaigns properly anymore. The early
game is decent, but there's basically 0 game in mid and end game (either that or they attempt some stupid, artificial stunt to
inject some gameplay into something that is dead because of an utter lack in content and design consideration - yo, it's boring).
The fact that they try to do linear campaign is ok with me, it's the low effort end result that I have a problem with.

The battles are enjoyable, but ultimately it's a lot of "meh" most of the time. The AI cheats and it's annoying. The campaign
mindlessly reuses mechanics that were meant for other things instead of creating fully fledged features appropriate for this
expansion (i.e. the way they transformed the "research" tree into a way for political exploits\/intrigues, which could have
deserved a different approach entirely).

Ultimately, it fails to deliver better gameplay, some extra content is there and if you like the formula, you might like this better,
but if you don't like the base game, this is not going to improve the experience for you as it hasn't for me -> obvious conclusion..
The premise is great. I love a lot of the ideas that this game is offering up.
What is missing however, is the implementation. The map all looks pretty much identical, yet the player is expected to navigate
through it, on a time limit, for some completely unstated purpose. The closest the game gets to motivation is "You are a Druid,
don't pick too many plants." I have no reason to do anything.

The controls are awkward as well. Mouse and move sort of works in games like Amnesia, but it feels so inelegant here. Like I
am using the terrible object carrying controls from Oblivion.

I really want this game to end up awesome, because I think that being a druid and picking plants would be rad. I do it every time
I play Skyrim. This game just turns something that should be fun into an insanely frustrating experience.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Glo2Jmb_pJw. A Robot Named Fight is unexpectedly a very solid Metroidvania. The primary question that
you tend to ask when you see a game relying heavily on procedural generation is: "Why?" What does a random map bring to the
game over a hand-made one? A Robot Named Fight has a really clever answer to that question: it has several alternative versions
of the "key" powerups! You've run into a dead end that requires a jump you can't make, and you remember that last game, you
got a high jump powerup to scale those walls. This game, however, you get a jetpack! Despite both "keys" opening the same
"lock", they have totally different gameplay potential. This, I think, is where the developer managed to make the game deserving
of its procedural generation.

Other observations, positive and negative:
+In addition to the alternate key items, there are also a wide variety of optional upgrades that show up and change combat in fun
and varied ways, reminiscent of The Binding of Isaac.
+The tiles used to make the map are well-done and varied, and are designed such that even encountering the same tile twice
might still be a unique experience due to the type of enemies involved and the positions of the doors and hidden powerups.
+The controls and movement are satisfactory, and I never felt myself blaming any platforming failures on them.
+The combat feels fun, and the enemies are varied and interesting rather than recolored versions of previous ones.
+There's a good sense of power escalation as you start collecting powerups for movement and combat.
+The game's visual and musical style are quite good.

-The map generation has too much backtracking for my liking. I'm sure it could be made to minimize that more. Most hand-
made metroidvania maps tend to take the player through loops back to the main areas rather than having them run down a
corridor and back.
-Most of the alternate weapons feel weak or hard to use, and trying to switch to the right one in combat by cycling through the
list isn't great. The main gun is almost always the best weapon, especially since it upgrades.
-For some reason, dying and starting over feels worse in this game than it does in a lot of roguelikes. I think the game would be
served well by an "easy mode" that makes save points last forever rather than burning out after one use.. Rack N Ruin: I guess
you would call it an Action RPG / SHMUP mashup. You play as the Demon Rack who was stranded on an asteroid by his
master Ruin because, I think, he was too wild corrupting everything. You go around as this demon killing creatures and
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corrupting the world. When you kill a creature you collect souls which are the currency you can use to buy items or to corrupt
the shrines.

The game is presented in an isometric top down view. There are several locations in the world to explore. Dungeons to conquer.
And boss monsters to defeat. The art style is hand drawn and cartoony, but it works. The biggest beef I have with the game is
that sometimes it is extremely difficult to understand where to go next. And there are many things that seem like you should be
told. Rather than cryptic descriptions of the items, some helpful description would be nice. The final dungeon is so twisted up I
almost rage quit because I couldn't figure out how to get to where I knew I needed to go based on the map.

This game is hard to recommend unless on a deep sale or you are bored with all the other games you haven't played yet.
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This game brings back my childhood. I always used to (and still do on occasion) play Strikers 1945 at the arcade at the local
beach. These games (Zenohell and Zenodyne R) are just like that one and are some of the best retro style bullet hell\/vertical
scrolling shooters I've ever played hands down. Get them if you like bullet hell games.

Hell bids you enter. Victory may come slowly, painfully... Or perhaps not at all. But seek this despair, and you will be
rewarded....

8.8\/10
-Rayne. Sucks that it costs extra but kind of nice for VR. Lets you dial in the lighting to make it a bit more realistic.. Shallow
2D tower defense game. There's almost no strategy involved or needed just keep pumping out units as offten as you can and
you'll win. Acceptable graphics for its time but sound design however is quite bad. I personally woulndn't spend money on this,
there are dozens of free games which does it far better.. Very fun, easy to understand, but very difficult puzzle game! It's very
easy to play this non-stop and really get immersed.
The design is quite simple, and the graphics are pretty, but it is most definately a puzzle game that will stump you.

Fantastic game!. Super buggy when using an xbox controller to the point of being so annoyed its not enjoyable. It's also lacking
so much content to be sold for $13. I know its a pixel game and what not, but its missing stuff. It needs the meat to it's skin and
bones.. While I did finish the story mode of Escape Rosecliff Island completely, and did have a fair amount of fun with the
concept of searching for objects hidden where you'd expect them least, the game very, very quickly became very redundant.

In my opinion, searching for 80 objects in one level (the highest amount you'll have to find) is just too much. There's 25 levels,
and on average, you'll have to go through 4 or 5 different places to look for objects.

One small highlight, however, was the finding of all 50 locks, which would then permit to play the bonus games, as well as
looking for all the objects in every of the 25 pictures. With well over 2000 objects to find, it will definitely take some time - and
I took this time to find all of them without taking hints.

Still, I wouldn't really recommend this game, unless you have great patience and tolerance for redundant gameplay and repetitive
actions. I purchased this game in a bundle of Popcap games, which in my opinion is the only way you should get a hold of a
copy of this game.
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